ABSTRACT. This paper uses concepts introduced by Fiorilli and Martin to develop a more accurate remainder term in calculations of the distribution of primes in residue classes. Using it in Rubinstein and Sarnak's method estimates the limiting logarithmic frequency of ( ) i( ) as with only 5 zeta zeros used explicitly, and a reliable value between and is obtained with fewer than 100 zeros. Accurate results for "prime number races" can usually be obtained with explicit use of only the first zero of each L-function involved, thus bringing out their dependence on those zeros. For extreme deviations, the method of steepest descent can be applied, and the remainder approximated by an explicit formula together with a rapidly convergent series. This gives, for example, for the logarithmic frequency of ( ) i( ) i(√ ). The MonachLamzouri model of the extreme distribution is developed to give close agreement with these results. The remainder can also be calculated explicitly as an asymptotic series. This allows good modelling of non-extreme races and the calculation of distributions by direct convolution. The three different methods agree to within 0.001% where they overlap in application. The distribution calculated from values of ( ) for shows similar behaviour to the limiting distribution, but is somewhat further from normal. 
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INTRODUCTION
As set out elsewhere, notably in Rubinstein and Sarnak 1994 , Feuerverger and Martin 2000 , and Fiorilli and Martin 2012 , and summarised in Section 3 below, assuming the Riemann hypothesis (generalised as necessary), the limiting relative logarithmic distribution of primes between residue classes and mod , or of all primes, has density ( ) , where ( ) is the density of ∑ ∑ √ ⁄ where ( )
The sum in (1.1) runs over the non-trivial Dirichlet characters determining the distribution, and positive imaginary parts of zeros of the corresponding -functions, which zeros are assumed to be linearly independent in the rational field. If the limiting logarithmic distribution of the difference between squares and non-squares mod , or of normalised fluctuation of prime count, is being considered, there is just one -or zeta function involved, and . The are independent random variables, each with the density:
All methods of calculating ( ) , and the probability of normalised deviation exceeding :
( ) ∫ ( ) ( ) depend on combining an approximation for ( )with the exact effect for each of the ( ) separate with . With the approximations previously used, accurate results require values of many thousands for . This paper develops a much better approximation for ( ), of near normal (Gaussian) form. Using this, the computational requirements of Rubinstein and Sarnak's method are reduced by a factor of or more, to give accurate results with , and to the limit of computational accuracy with . Results for large may be calculated accurately for the first time, by other methods presented here. The results in Table 1 were worked out on an ordinary desktop micro using Microsoft Excel. 
STATEMENT OF KEY RESULTS
Preliminaries and notation. The process of calculating ( ) may be expressed as a convolution ( ) Thus ̂ ( ), ̅ ( ) and ( ) are respectively the characteristic function, moment generating function, and cumulant generating function of ( ). All these functions and distributions will sometimes be discussed for individual Dirichlet characters for which they have no direct meaning in terms of a logarithmic distribution. Also define
( ) so that the standard deviation of ( )is √ ( ) . The dependence of these quantities on and is omitted below when no ambiguity is thereby generated, to simplify notation.
Behaviour of ( ) for small This is discussed initially in Section 4. As increases, ( ) appears to approach normal form over a wider and wider range of ⁄ . This approach is quantified by expressing in terms of the ( ) the deviation of the moments of the distribution from those pertaining to a normal distribution, standard deviation
The behaviour of ( ) is given through the following results, which are more accurate than those previously derived. Theorem 1. For any Dirichlet character , and integer , Table 2 below) is the main determinant of the difference of ( ) from a normal distribution at small . An inter-residue distribution dependent on several characters will be closer to normal than any of the distributions determined by single characters.
Behaviour of ( ) for large However, consideration of moments also shows that for any , ( ) will differ significantly from normal for large enough . In Section 5, an argument given in Montgomery 1979 and Montgomery and Odzylko 1988 Table 2 gives some results for "prime number races" (given as logarithmic probability of the less common residue leading and therefore equal to ( ) for certain ; when is an odd prime). They agree with other published calculations to the accuracy of those. For prime modulus inter-residue races, precision to 7 decimal places can usually be obtained with (instead of typically 10,000 in previous calculations), thus bringing out the dependence of these results on the smallest imaginary parts of zeros, as previously observed by Bays et al. 2001 .
Method of steepest descent. This (in the form originally introduced by Laplace) depends on the variation of ( ) near its maximum being close to a normal distribution. Section 7 describes how to use this to calculate small values of ( ) for large . Rubinstein and Sarnak's method is not suitable for this purpose. To make such calculations accurately requires a clear understanding of the behaviour of ( ) and its derivatives for large This is given by Theorem 5. For large and a single character distribution
The proof follows the methods of Monach 1980 and Lamzouri 2012, but is taken to higher accuracy. is the same quantity as referred to by them, though note its correct value.
Calculations using method of steepest descent. In Section 8 using Theorem 5 is proved the following, accurate to third order in the parameter ( ) which reflects the extent to which the variation of ( ) near its maximum deviates from a normal distribution:
Theorem 6. For
where and can be calculated in terms of derivatives of ( ) Section 9 describes how using Theorem 1 ( ) and its derivatives, and hence
and its derivatives, may be calculated with high accuracy, The result corresponding to Theorem 4 is Theorem 7. Defining √ , for as defined by (2.18) and
which expression may be differentiated to obtain derivatives of ( ) (2.24) and (2.25) allow values of ( ) and its derivatives to be calculated, and (2.23) then gives log ( ) for ( ) However, the calculations demand high accuracy. For the prime count distribution at , (2.19) shows (and (2.24) as well as calculations verifies) that is of order 10000, ( ) of order 100000, and log ( ) of order -29000. If ( ) is to be calculated to a particular accuracy, say 0.01%, values of ( ) are required to accuracy better than 0.0001, or 1 part in . The main contribution to ( ) is from or combinations thereof, and then requires ( ) To limit ( ) requires calculation to within 0.0001 of values of ( ) which are between 10000 and 20000, for values of which are significant fractions of 1. Direct summation of the series ∑ ( ) would need many terms to achieve this. However, summation can be accelerated through To a first approximation, log ( ) log ( ) log A more accurate approximation is derived by methods similar to the derivation of (2.23). Table 4 gives log ( ) for values of up to 11, which correspond to the event ( ) i( ) i(√ ) and to similar events for other races. The accuracy of the method improves as increases. For the prime count distribution, 4 significant figures (0.01% proportional accuracy in ( )) is attained for .
A more accurate model than previously given of the 'double e ponential' behaviour of ( ) and ( ) for large , which throughout the ranges considered agrees with calculations to within a factor of less than 10 (log ( ) and log ( )accurate to within 1 -2), is given by The explicit expression for ( ) also allows the calculation of distributions by numerical convolution, as described in Section 11. This involves more computation than using transforms, but delivers the whole distribution in one calculation and has particular application to multiway races with real characters ( or ). It can be shown that the result of the square/non-square race mod 24 (residue 1 vs. all others) is less than
Comparison of results, and conclusions. In Section 12 it is shown that for the prime count distribution, results from the Rubinstein-Sarnak, steepest descent, and convolution methods agree to within 0.001% where they overlap in application. Since the steepest descent method becomes more accurate with increasing , this supports the accuracy of its results for larger . The comparison with actual distributions calculated from values of ( ) for is discussed; the actual distributions show are somewhat further from normal, showing that limiting behaviour is approached quite slowly. Results in the range are shown to be consistent with estimates of first excursions of ( ). The link between 'near normal' behaviour for small and 'double e ponential' behaviour for large , is summarised.
SUMMARY OF BASIC THEORY
The history of the study of 'bias' in prime number races goes back to Chebyshev's insights of 1853, but as shown by Rubinstein and Sarnak the key results arise from considering the logarithmic density of excess of one residue class over another. See the introductory sections of Feuerverger and Martin 2000, and Fiorilli and Martin 2012 , and the work leading to Proposition 2.6 of the latter, for an account of this; in this paper, some differences in notation have proved convenient. ( ) is the limiting distribution of values taken by the series
which when determines the relative behaviour of residue class counts at large . Thus for the prime count distribution ( ) ( ) ( √ ⁄ ) where
The existence of ( ) and ( ) is discussed in Section 4 below but is not considered in detail here, as it follows from Theorem 1.1 of Rubinstein and Sarnak 1994. In an inter-residue race mod there are ( ) characters, excluding the trivial character which is left out of summations, and
The near normal distribution. Figure 1 shows a histogram of ( ) as defined by (3.2), for some 35,000 values of log spaced at interval 0.001 between 11.513 and 46.051 ( to : values obtained by interpolation from the tables of Kulsha 2011.) Also shown is a normal distribution, standard deviation . In the range for which the histogram of is meaningful, its density is slightly lower than normal in the centre, slightly higher at 1 -2 standard deviations, and lower further out. (This is the type of behaviour shown by (2.30), as is discussed in more detail in Section 10). The distribution differs from normal because the densities combined extend over different ranges √ ⁄ , as well as being of the far from normal "cup shaped" nature of ( ). One would expect the difference from normal to be larger if the differences amongst these ranges are greater.
Results on moments. Noting that for any zeta or -function, the proportionate variation of successive decreases with increasing magnitude, it can be expected that the density ( ) would become closer to normal form as increases. This may be quantified by considering its even moments converge: ̅ ( ) and ( ) exist for all (and ̂ ( ) for all ). This is sufficient to confirm the existence of ( ) Since the product e p ( ) ⁄ has its maximum at √ , the ratios ( ) ⁄ should give an indication of the extent of difference of ( )from normal form near these values of
In this Section and the next will be proved Lemma 1 below, which suggests that as increases ( ) approaches its normal value for any fixed , the approach requiring larger for larger ; but as increases ( ) will differ increasingly from its normal value for any fixed , for larger the difference requiring larger to become established. In later Sections of this paper these differences are quantified and applied to calculations. 
, since each side is the sum of products of coefficients in (4.2) and (4.3) with the same numerators, but some of those on the right have larger denominators. Dividing by ( ) 
Thus steady decrease of ( ) ⁄ with from its values 1 at and 1 is established. Decrease towards zero is confirmed in Section 5. Next, examination of some coefficients in (4.2) gives:
(see Leboeuf 2003 for further discussion in the case ). Differences from 1 for larger are more complicated but finite expressions involving products of powers of the ratios . Thus ratios indicate the difference of ( ) from normal form for small values of . Theorems 1 and 2 establish their behaviour, and confirm that as , all , and hence for any fixed ( ) ⁄ , completing this part of the proof.
Indeed, (2.13) together with Theorem 2 indicates that is the fundamental determinant of difference of ( ) from normal at small numbers of standard deviations, since expressions such as (4.5) are close to polynomials in . This indicates that for an inter-residue race distribution determined by several characters, ( ) will be closer to normal form than is a distribution determined by a single character -for example, that of a square/non square racesince is smaller.
The proof of Theorem 1, and other proofs later, uses the following result, clearly true by considering the meaning of the statements made:
Proof of Theorem 1. This draws on Lehmann 1966 Lemmas 1 and 2 and other work. The result
where ( ) is (log ) and is a "saw tooth" function with upward discontinuities of 1 at whose average is bounded (near ⁄ for : Ingham 1932 Theorem 25), has been proved for real characters, and also in terms of the average over the complex conjugate pairs which appear in (1.1). Using Stieltjes integrals and integrating by parts twice gives for :
where ( ) ∫ ( ) , being some value less than at which ( ) . When assuming the Riemann Hypothesis, Littlewood 1924 proved that ( ) (log ). Assuming this is generally true, the term in (4.8) is ( ( ) log ) as is the integral term (using (4.6)). The term arises from the replacement of discrete values ( ⁄ ) by continuous As the spacing of zeros is of order log ⁄ , the error introduced by this replacement is ( ( log ) ⁄ ) , and ( log ) . Thus in (4.8) the term dominates other error terms. This demonstrates (2.11). (2.12) and (2.13) then follow algebraically.
The author has not seen results on the behaviour of ( ) for a general L-function, but computations suggest that (2.11) applies generally. Indeed, the following argument suggesting higher accuracy in (2.11) when is supported by statistical analysis for a variety of Lfunctions. As discussed by Odlyzko 1987, ultimately values of in the neighbourhood of are normally distributed, standard deviation √log log . This quantity increases very slowly, being of order 0.3 for the largest values of considered in this paper. The observed root mean square (rms) deviation of also appears to increase very slowly. Because ( ) is oscillatory, whatever its ultimate behaviour the integral term in (4.8) should be no larger than the ( ) term provided . So the proportionate rms errors in as given by (2.11) from and will be smaller than the bounds, being of order To obtain (2.14), set all , so that ( ) Then using (4.7)
. Therefore, the above integrals exist, and the second integral is ( log ) using (4.6) Also
the variable terms of which are ( log ) and ( log ) respectively, again using (4.6). (2.14) follows, completing the proof. Computations give 0.50309 for the prime count distribution, and -0.0836, -0.1224, and -0.2103 respectively for square/non-square races with and The rms deviation of fluctuations about these levels appears to diminish more quickly than (2.14) suggests, as would follow from the above discussion of fluctuations in Proof of Theorem 2. From (2.11), for larger the ( ) for a particular distribution vary with only through differences in log ( ) (and thus when is prime only through differences in the error terms in (2.11).) The results follow using (3.3).
BEHAVIOUR OF ( ) FOR LARGE
Lemma 3: bounds on I Bessel functions. For
Proof. Define as the zeros of the Bessel function ( ) ; , , etc.. Then
, since ∑ by comparing the term in the product (5.2) and in the power series
The second result follows by integration. From (2.8) follows immediately that ( ) Proof of Theorem 3. Following Montgomery 1979, for any positive and , with ( ) defined by (3.1)
so that log ( ) ( ) . Also for any and not equal to any 
Whatever is chosen, there is a series of values of , from (2.14) increasing with like (log ) , for which using (2.11) and (2.14) log ( )behaves like (log ) . This decrease is faster than would be given by any normal distribution. However, it is often convenient to set , giving log ( ) ( ) as quoted by Montgomery and Odzylko 1988 (Equation (5) 
. So:
for , which gives the good approximation (2.17), noting that ⁄ . The ratio ⁄ tends from above to ⁄ Proof of Theorem 4. When (6.1) is valid for all terms in the exponent: 
with an error that can be estimated from (2.16). The Poisson summation formula gives, for any positive real :
Integrating over 0 to , and using symmetry of ( )
) since the ranges of integration in (6.7) do not overlap. Therefore, selecting so that e p ( ( ) ) is negligible, and using (5.6), ( ) can be left out of (6.6). The sum on the right hand side of (6.6) can be limited to < C , where C is such that ̂ ( ) is negligible for ω > C. Then:
Economy in computation. Three factors allow calculations using (6.8) and (6.9) to be done much more economically than has been the case in previous applications of Rubinstein and Sarnak's method: a) For small values of , perhaps 5 or 7, (2.16) is already far more accurate than the forms of remainder previously employed, which in present notation amount to ̂ ( ) , or sometimes ̂ ( ) ( ⁄ ⁄ ) (See (4.15) of Rubinstein and Sarnak 1994) . These are the initial terms in the power series expansion of (2.16), and take no account of the approximately normal nature of ( ). (2.16) allows high accuracy with such that ( ) rather than many thousands; b) (5.6) gives assurance that ( ) ( ⁄ ) can be neglected with much larger values of than have commonly been employed, thus much reducing the number of terms in (6.8), and similarly for (6.9) c) As approaches and the series for log ̂ ( ) approaches divergence and (2.16) less accurate, its sum becomes large and negative, so ̂ ( ) become negligibly small. Therefore, a few terms of the series remain sufficient to give accurate results in (6.8) and (6.9). There could be contributions from values for which the representation (2.16) fails. However, for such values, let be such that ∑ ( ) just converges (which value exists since ( ) as ), and be the number of terms with For each of these terms, √ ⁄ and therefore | ( √ ⁄ )| . Therefore ̂ ( ) ( ) ̂ ( ) , and ̂ ( ) will itself be very small, so a contribution can be neglected.
All calculations described here have been repeated with different values of ( ), and C , with results unchanged to the accuracy given.
Computations of prime count distribution. Table 3 sets out a complete calculation of ( ), the limiting logarithmic density of ( ) i( ) i(√ ), to 5 significant figures ( ), using ⁄ so that half the terms in (6.8) are zero. Quantities are displayed to fewer digits than calculated. The maximum error estimated by (2.16) in individual terms of (6.8) is less than . The calculation depends on ( ) being negligible; (5.6) estimates it as less than , and (5.5) as less than (its actual value is near as given in Table 1 ). Just 60 calculations of Bessel functions are needed, whilst Rubinstein and Sarnak used about 120 million to obtain 2 significant figures (u= 88,190 , ( ) C = 50, =0.05).
As increases, more terms are required to deliver a certain proportional accuracy. Figure 2 shows this in regard to sums (6.9) for ( ) up to the value of indicated (in this case including both even and odd ) . 
Including 3 more terms in the sum over than Table 2 for races with prime or equal to 4 were calculated with ⁄ This requires ( ) to be negligible; from (5.6) its magnitude is less than e p ( ( ) ) for all quoted. Results to 7 decimal places can be obtained by summing about 12 terms in (6.8) with the values of ( )and given.
The ability to obtain accurate inter-residue race results with ( ) reflects the fact that the combination of series makes these distributions closer to normal, as discussed above and indicated by the smaller values of for these races by comparison with square/non-square races. Although first zeros of each L-function have high variability, even the second zeros show much less variability; for exceeding all first zeros, is close to normal and varies little amongst races. For example, with a first zero is near 0.88, giving for this component series.
for this zero is near 0.07, 0.5 and 0.93 in the 3 races and this variation accounts for almost all the differences in and shown. However, if just exceeds all first zeros, for the 3 races remains between 0.8 and 0.81 and ( ) between 0.0118 and 0.0131.
Two cases for are also given: the race between 1 and 3 requires calculation of ( ), whilst the method for the three way race follows that set out in Feuerverger and Martin 2000. Good results are obtained with small N and K, and .
Results can be obtained to within the accuracy of computation or data, for example 0.004072076720775 for the modulo 4 race with N =50, K = 5.
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1. E-08   5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50 N(u) Modulo 43 races. As increases further, it is not even necessary to take explicit account of all initial zeros, only of the smallest. With , race calculations can involve up to 41 Dirichlet characters, but results to 6 decimal places, as set out below Figure ( row "E act") can be obtained with K = 3 by explicitly representing only the 7 first zeros with imaginary parts of magnitude less than 1 (the smallest being about 0.138). For these non-extreme races, almost all of the variation in result with residue class arises from changes in standard deviation; the correlation between the exact result and its value for a normal distribution with the same variance (row "Normal") is Figure 4 shows how almost all variation amongst races in (and in which has correlation 0.79 with ) is driven by the varying for 6 first zeros, represented by red, green, blue, orange, violet and olive. Such dependence has been commented on by Bays et al. 2001 . (The other first zero explicitly represented is of the L-function determining the square/non-square distribution. This distribution has , and its density is so far from normal as to be "double humped") Results from (2.31) are also given, and are discussed in Section 10.
Calculation of and
. The most accurate values of zeros available were taken from tables on the internet (Odlyzko, de Silva) . For , was evaluated by summation of powers of a convenient number of (1000000 for zeta zeros, 10000 for others) and remaining contributions estimated using (2.11). Where an accurate value of ( ) was available, (eg log( ) ⁄ ⁄ for the zeta zeros, where here denotes Euler's constant, and in other cases as given in Rubinstein and Sarnak 1994), ( ) was calculated by subtraction from it. was also estimated by summation as for , with a difference within the estimated error in (2.11) when both results were available. The key driver of data error in calculations is error in . It was checked that adjusting data within its error range had no effect on results within quoted accuracy. The calculations for used the first 250 zeros of each L-function, calculated using Rubinstein's zero finder. Similar checks on accuracy were made. Bessel functions needed to be calculated for arguments up to about 8; for these, the power series was used and checked against tables as giving 15 decimal places.
These calculations reflect availability of sufficient values of to obtain high accuracy in . However, all ( ) can in principle be calculated without reference to these values (see Fiorilli and Martin 2012 Lemma 3.15 ) and other ( ) obtained by subtraction. Given the rapid decrease of ( ⁄ ) for larger , this method would be prone to inaccuracy; but its existence demonstrates that the calculations here do not depend explicitly on individual
METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT: BEHAVIOUR OF LAPLACE TRANSFORM
Basis of the method. The Rubinstein-Sarnak method in the form above can give accurate results for highly biased races (see Fiorilli 2012) . However, because it obtains the difference of quantities of order 1, its absolute accuracy is limited by that of computation, here about . For more extreme results, a different method is needed.
(5.5) suggests that log ( ) (and hence log ( )) eventually decrease at an accelerating rate. These are the conditions suited to using the method of steepest descent in the form originally introduced by Laplace. For any , the product ( ) will rise to a maximum, then decline; the value of ̅ ( ) will be largely determined by the values of ( ) at and near this maximum. So it should be possible to estimate ( ) from ̅ ( ) The principle of the method is set out below, following which the validity of approximations made is considered. Define
so that accelerating decline means ( ) Writing ,
where terms above the third in the Taylor expansion have been neglected and the exponentials of and terms approximated. For this to be valid, (which is related to the difference between the mean and the mode of the of the distribution of ( ) ) must be small compared to the standard deviation , and ( ), (which is the skewness of this distribution) must also be small. Then
So ⁄ , confirming consistency of the two assumptions of smallness. Also
The second term can be omitted under the approximations already used. So to order , √ ( ) and
If therefore accurate estimates of ( ) and its derivatives can be made, ( ) and the corresponding ( )may be calculated for any
To validate the approximations made in deriving (7.2) requires a fuller calculation to higher order, effectively estimating of the magnitude of further terms in the asymptotic expansion which gives solutions in the method of steepest descent. Theorem 5 and the estimates (2.19) are used to support this calculation. Also needed is confirmation for any , there exists a unique such that ( ) , and that ( ), which estimates the variance of the near normal distribution of ( ) , is positive. This confirmation follows from (2.8) and Lemma 4. (log( ( ))) increases steadily from 0 towards 1 in , and
Averaging with the result of interchanging and gives
since the integrand is always positive. So ( )
, (log( ( ))) is an increasing function of in , and (log( ( ))) From (5.1) (log( ( ))) as where Since ( ) , (log( ( ))) at . So, integrating, log( ( )) . But 
Theorem 5 also requires Lemma 5. For
Proof. (7.5) follows from absolute convergence of log ( ) = ∑ ( ) ⁄ when That ( ) (log ) has been demonstrated in the proof of Lemma 4. For (7.6) follows from permissible division of the asymptotic expansions integrating by parts and using (4.6) and (7.6). (7.9) also contains error from using (4.7) which is, integrating by parts twice:
assuming that ( ) as well as ( ) is (log ), and again using (4.6) and (7.6). For large the error in replacing the upper limit by infinity in (7.9) is, using (7.6), of order
The error in the representation (7.10) from replacing √ ⁄ by ⁄ is, as for (7.9) ∫ log ( ) (log ( )) ( log ) using (5.1); and the error from using (4.7) is
using (7.6); the integral is ( ) using (5.1).
The result for ( ) in (2.19) follows on sorting out the various terms in (2.14), (7.9), and (7.10), noting that some terms involving log ( ) cancel. Validity when any follows by continuity. The remaining results in (2.19) can be proved similarly. That for ( ) could be obtained directly by integration of ( ), with the slightly less good error term ((log ) ).
METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT TO THIRD ORDER
Calculation of moments of transform distribution. Theorem 5 can now be applied to a more accurate and rigorous steepest descent calculation than that leading to (7.2). Existence of the moment generating function means that all derivatives of ̅ ( ) exist, as for any do
are its moments. These can be calculated from ( ) and its derivatives, since
Relationship between and transform in terms of moments. With the notation of (7.1)
( ) ∫ e p ( ∑ ( ) ( )) ( ) Also define ( ) ( ( )) as before, and ( ), ( ) and ( ) by
Assume for the present that ( ), ( ) and ( ) are of order 1; results will confirm this. Retain terms to in (8.4), work to third order in and set . Expanding the exponential:
which working to order only gives ⁄ or ⁄ as in Section 7. To order this value may be substituted in the terms above which are multiplied by , to give
Applying (8.7) to (8.6) for and gives to order
so that, dividing these results, to order
Solution for : Proof of Theorem 6. If are defined the ratios .2) is of order that is ( ( log ⁄ )).
CALCULATIONS USING METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT
Proof of Theorem 7. This parallels exactly that of Theorem 4; replaces , giving (2.25). Throughout the range of convergence the series involved may be differentiated, giving estimates for the order of error in calculating derivatives of ( ) Proof of Theorem 8. This is given for a single series, but generalises. It is found convenient in multi-series cases to calculate ( ) by summing the results of separate calculations for the various Write
which sums to the expression (2.26).
The proportionate error in (2.13) increases with no faster than . From (2.17), the proportionate error in the approximation ( ) ⁄ reduces faster than ( ) . Therefore the terms of the series
eventually decrease more quickly than ( ⁄ ) , completing the proof. A similar result could be applied to (2.16); however there is no point in doing so, since ̂ ( ) is negligible for values of such that (2.16) approaches divergence. Calculation of ( ) for a particular . 30 terms of the power series ( ) ∑ ( ) ( ) ( ) ∑ ( ) give values to 1 part in for . 15 terms of the asymptotic expansions (7.7) give similar accuracy for . Thus log ( ) and its derivative ( ) ( ) ⁄ can be calculated, and higher derivatives of log ( ) are expressible in terms of these using the differential equation ( ) ( ) ( ) and its derivatives. Thus the initial terms in (2.24) and its derivatives may be calculated. Values of ( ) as given by (2.26) and expressions for its derivatives are easily calculated to high accuracy, the integral of inverse tangent by integrating the polynomial approximation (4.4.49) in Abramowitz and Stegun 1964. Convergence of (9.2) can be checked for each calculation: for all calculations here 8 terms were sufficient (with for determined by 2 or 3 terms of (6.2)).
Calculation of ( ) for a particular The value of such that ( ) can be obtained from an initial estimate ( ) by iteration. This is found to converge to the accuracy of computation in a few steps:
Calculation of ( ). Expanding the integrand in 
For large ∫ ( ) . So from (8.13), the terms in (9.4) will be of order ⁄ , ( ) , ( ) , and ( ) respectively. Given that the error in log ( ) as given by (2.23) is of order ( ) , all terms after the first should then be omitted, to give
Using (2.19), this gives
whilst the logarithmic decrement of ( ) is the slightly different ( )
For less large , the full expression (9.4) for may be used, calculating and using (8.11), and obtaining other as necessary through integration by parts:
Proof of Theorem 9. This follows Monach 1980 and Lamzouri 2011, but working to (log ) rather than ( ) Where is prime and hence the values of are the same for all characters involved, the expressions for ( ) and its derivatives are the sum of expressions of form (2.19) with replaced by . So
and ( ) is a quadratic equation for whose positive solution is, with the notation of (2.28), log ( ) ( ) ⁄ . Then (2.23) or (7.2) approximate to log ( ) ( ) (log ) {log } (log ) which gives (2.27), noting that , and that for large , (log ) From (9.7), log ( ) log ( ) log , so (2.27) also gives log ( ) to the stated accuracy.
Results of calculations. Table 4 sets out results for , for the prime count distribution; for square/non-square races modulo 4, 7 and 13; and for the race of residue 1 against 3 or 5 modulo 7, which involves 5 series. The most extreme results calculated correspond to the logarithmic density of ( ) i ( ) i(√ ) and to the results of the races going "against the trend" by a factor of or more Key points on the calculations are as follows: a) For each , calculations were done with two values of , corresponding to a factor of about 2 difference in each ( ) or ( ) The aim was to keep the difference between values of log ( ) thereby obtained less than This corresponded to less than about 0.6, and the last term of (9.2) used ( = 8) less than Once reached a value where , a new higher value of ( ) was selected, the previous higher value becoming the lower. This reduced to or less and confirmed accuracy up to each changeover. For the prime count distribution, calculations thus began by comparing 50 initial terms with 25, and concluded by comparing 16000 with 10000. The races required smaller numbers of initial terms -up to 3000 for modulo 4, up to 100 for each series for the inter -residue race. NOTES. log ( )is calculated from (2.23) with (9.5) and if necessary (9.4) and (9.8). ( ) = difference in log ( ) as thus calculated and the simpler calculation using (7.2) and (9.7) (thus = proportionate difference between the two calculations of ( )).
= absolute difference between log ( ) as calculated from (2.23) with (8.10), and as estimated using (2.27) and (2.28).
b) The derivative of (2.24) represents as the sum of contributions from the initial terms and the remainder. Typically the remainder contributes about 30% of smaller , falling to 20% of larger ; and the total contribution of initial terms to is 70 -90% of their maximum possible total contribution, ( ). Thus typically a value of ( ) is needed such that ( ) The smaller numbers of initial terms needed for races than for the prime count distribution reflects the larger values of ( ) for a particular c) The iterative process to solve (8.10) converges rapidly, to (for larger ) values of between -0.8 and -0.9, and values of between 0.6 and 0.7, tending towards the limiting values -1 and 1 respectively. d) The accurate calculation of the remainder ∑ ( ) is very necessary for large . Even omitting the first term (corresponding to a normal distribution) it can contribute several hundred to log ( ). e) The correction (shown as a percentage in Table 4 ) from using (2.23) rather than (7.2) diminishes as increases, and for the prime count distribution is well under 0.01% for Because of the negative value of it is generally less in magnitude than ( log ) . f) As (2.23) has error (( log ) ), its accuracy can be expected to improve with increasing and The races with larger (see Table 2 ) have less extreme results for a specified , and hence a larger is necessary to attain high accuracy. This is discussed further in Section 12 where comparisons with other methods are considered, in the ranges of where these are capable of providing accurate answers. Results in Table 4 are quoted to 3 rather than 4 decimal places where these comparisons indicate only that accuracy is justified, and are omitted if fewer than 3 places are justified. g) (2.27) gives results differing from calculated values by about 2. This is of order log , though corresponding to a factor of order 10 difference from the calculated ( ). The errors are systematic, suggesting that further improvements in accuracy may be possible. This has not been pursued, since (2.27) is sufficient to explain major aspects of behaviour of ( ); also, uncertainties in the estimates of made from the data on zeros available could change the quoted differences from calculated values by up to 0. This is the type of behaviour observed for the prime count distribution (see Figure 1) , for which ( ) might be validly represented by (2.30) when √ ⁄ ⁄ ( ) (10.1) and (10.3) could be expected to break down for some smaller In fact, (10.1) approximates the exact values of ( ) , as calculated using (6.9), to within 1.5% right up to , and the approximation continues fair to around ( ) Numerical integration of (10.1) gives ( ) , within 7% of the accurate result.
( ) represents ( ) well for in the case of an inter-residue race when is large (making large, and small in accordance with Theorem 2.) It is then valid to make the further approximation ( ) √ ( ) , which gives (2.31). For , results calculated using (2.31) are given with Figure 4 . These have a maximum error of about 0.0001, whilst assuming the distribution is normal has a maximum error of about 0.001.
CALCULATIONS BY CONVOLUTION
In calculation it is found that the terms of the asymptotic series alternate in sign, so that the apparent error is less than the last term included. Assuming this is generally true, for the prime count distribution
with ( ) and ( ) as in (2.26) and (9.2) and , is found to give values of accurate to 0.01% out to with ( ) ( ) and to with ( ) ( ) These are consistent with an alternative derivation of (2.30), made by shifting through the contour of integration in the inversion ( ) ∫ ̂ ( ) , with ̂ ( ) when significant represented by (6.3), which suggests that (11.1) is valid for For smaller accuracy is much higher. Derivatives of ( ) and ( ) up to the fourth can be calculated as in Section 9, and the first 3 terms of (11.1) thus worked out: the remaining terms, which have smaller effect, can be obtained sufficiently accurately by numerical differentiation.
Define average values ̃ ( ) at values of separated by a step length as
with suitable adjustments near end points √ ⁄ Then an approximation ̃ ( ) to ( ) can be built up by repeated convolution
where there is a single with An approximation to ( ) is then
A small is needed, for ̃ to be a good representation near end points. Inaccuracies there translate into growing inaccuracy of ̃ ( ) as nears ( ). However, a lower limit on is enforced both by the computation time (which behaves as ) and by the differencing error introduced in (11.2). On a desktop computer in single precision, the limit appears to be about 0.00001. Such a small is needed only in working out the distributions of "blocks" of typically 50 terms. These distributions are smooth, and can be combined accurately by numerical convolution with a larger ( was used); the same is true of (11.4) and of a numerical integration of ( ) to estimate ( ) (11.4) needs to be summed only over the range which contributes significantly, effectively that where logarithmic derivatives of ̃ and are similar in magnitude (as is the basis of the method of steepest descent.)
For the prime count distribution, calculations were done with several . As for the method of steepest descent, must be sufficient that ( ) is not much less than The method is fairly easy to set up, but is heavy on computing time: with ( ) to obtain values of ( ) and ( ) to in steps of 0.0001 for the prime count distribution required about 3 hours.
With ( ) 250, 400, and 600, agreement with the 800 term result to within 0.01% was obtained for and respectively.
Calculations were also done for some races. As with other methods, the need to bring together more series was balanced by a reduced need for numbers of initial terms in each. With the results sought being less extreme, at least 6 decimal places can be obtained with ( ) at the most, and However, the Rubinstein-Sarnak method as developed in Section 6 of this paper is generally more accurate as well as needing less computing time, because the representation of the transform of the remainder is more accurate than (11.1).
One particular application is to multi-way races with real characters as considered in Feuerverger and Martin 2000, Martin 2000. When , labelling the densities and probabilities of excess of the distributions as ( ) and ( ) for associated with Dirichlet character , similarly for and , then the order of residues will be 7, 1, 5 when and . For any value of , the probabilities of these events will be ( ) and ( ) ( ) respectively, so the race result is
Similarly, the result of the race 3, 5, 1, 7 ( , , ) is
and the result of the square/non-square race (1 leads each of 3, 5 and 7) is (by addition) and , accuracy of is obtained. The method may also be applied to some races with , the s and s then representing the combined distributions associated with 3 pairs of the 7 characters involved. An analogue of (11.7) estimates the result of the race 1 leading each of 5, 7 and 11 as about . The full square/non-square result (1 leading these and also 17, 19 and 23) must be less than this, so this race is more extreme than the pi vs. Li race.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
Comparison of the three methods. As shown in Table 5 , for the prime count distribution within there is agreement to within 0.001% amongst the three methods considered here of applying a better approximation for the remainder: Rubinstein-Sarnak, steepest descent (to third order) and convolution. Similar comparisons arise for other distributions, though at larger values of , reflecting larger and smaller values of corresponding to a particular
The limitation of about in absolute accuracy in the Rubinstein -Sarnak calculation (as applied here) restricts its application to ⁄ less than about 6. Thus for the prime count distribution loss of accuracy is noticeable at and is significant at Results of calculations by convolution gradually increase above those of the method of steepest descent, the difference reaching 0.2% at . Bearing in mind that the accuracy of the steepest descent method increases with , the likely cause of this difference is (11.3) overestimating ̃ ( ) on account of the "cup shaped" nature of ( ) √ . Convolutions with larger are less accurate, which bears this out.
For small the steepest descent method loses accuracy, through the impact of terms higher than third order in the parameter √ . Where comparisons with accurate calculations by other methods are available, the error in this method is typically of magnitude around ( log ) . In assessing accuracy of this method for larger , it has been assumed that the error continues at such magnitude. The fact that the correction ( ) from (7.2) to (2.23) is typically of magnitude around gives some support to this assumption. The Rubinstein-Sarnak method is the best way to obtain results which are much larger than the absolute accuracy of computation. The method of steepest descent obtains accurate results for extreme deviations, but requires a separate, iterative calculation for each value of selected. Convolution can deliver a full distribution with fair accuracy over a range of values up to something fairly but not very extreme.
Comparison with observed distributions. As already noted, calculated ( ) show the type of behaviour observed in Figure 1 for observed actual values of ( )as given by (3.2). However, the distribution of the actual values deviates above and below normal to a greater extent than calculation suggests. The comparison of moment ratios for the prime count distribution in Table  6 confirms this. Whilst the actual values have variance close to its limiting value, higher moments are significantly lower. The difference is not dependent on the exact start and end points of the range, or the exact logarithmic interval used So it is not a consequence of the "end effects" which are ignored in deriving (1.1), or of the omission of extreme values of in sampling. Nor is it on a clear reducing trend with increasing , as would be consistent with it arising from terms neglected in (1.1). In fact, the tables provided by Kulsha to very fine resolution around extreme values suggest that for a logarithmic range of about 0.0003 within the above range of . Assuming a symmetric distribution, this is consistent with ( ) , compared to calculated from (6.8). The limiting distribution is established only over a wider range of than that for which ( ) and can be calculated exactly. and are its beginning and end points. Values of these are obtained by measurement from the graphs these authors provide. This process is very approximate, but ⁄ should give an indication of the logarithmic frequency of excess, subject to a large sampling error. Its values agree with those of ( ) as calculated above to within a reasonable factor of about 3 No "wildly improbable" e cursion occurs nor does an "e pected" e cursion not appear This suggests that if analysis were carried out over very long ranges similar to that done by Bays and Hudson for = 1, similar agreement with the values of ( ) could be obtained. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The following general conclusions on the behaviour of ( ) and ( ) represent the expression in " space" (Theorems and ) of results on moments ( emma ) on the Fourier Transform (Theorem 4) and on the Laplace Transform (Theorems 5 and 7). They rest on the behaviour of parameters of the distribution as given by Theorems 1 and 2.
i.
For values of up to a few standard deviations , ( ) differs from normal by being lower for small , higher when has values around to 2 , then lower again. The key determinant of the difference is . Inter-residue race distributions involve more and more separate series and have small values of , becoming smaller with increasing ; they tend to normal with increasing at any given ⁄ Square/non-square race distributions have values of which tend to increase with , leading eventually to a double humped distribution, far from normal. This arises because of the appearance of smaller and smaller initial zeros (see Bays et al 2001.) Values of ( ) can be calculated using small numbers of zeros explicitly, the rest being included in a collective remainder term of form (2.16), or (2.30) with (2.29).
ii.
For large values of ⁄ the distribution behaves as (2.27). Its main driving factor is the long term behaviour of zeros as given by (4.7). Behaviour is influenced by and by the , which are effectively corrections to determined largely by the initial zeros.
Thus the initial zeros affect both the deviation from normal for smaller ⁄ and the adjustments to (2.27) for larger ⁄ though in different ways. Lamzouri (2012) shows that for inter-residue races with large , and hence small , this type of behaviour dominates once ⁄ log (his Theorem 4, noting that √ ( ) log ).
Possibilities for further work. These include a) Application of the Rubinstein-Sarnak method with modified remainder, (6.9) with (2.16), to wider categories of prime number race, including races involving many series and multi-way races, for which the use of small should be particularly advantageous in reducing computing time. b) Further computations and analytical work applying the method of steepest descent (2.23) to wider categories of race, including ascertaining whether the error in (2.27) can be further reduced. c) More rigorous demonstration of some of the results. Presently it is the close agreement between separate computations, and between computation and theory, that primarily supports accuracy. Orders of magnitude for error, but not explicit limits, are given. 
